
Zillions Justification 
 
In table games we typically have ONE shift manager and possibly ONE assistant shift manager 
who are responsible for all table game shift functions. The shift manager will oversee several 
individual “PITS.” Each pit will have, at most, ONE pit manager (sometimes the assistant shift 
manager will serve as both assistant and “floating” pit manager). 
 
The pit manager supervises the FLOORPERSONS who are assigned an area of responsibility of 
between 4 and 8 individual table games. 
 
If you were to ask a floorperson “what is your main job function?” they would likely say “game 
protection.” Well, that’s not true. PLAYER TRACKING is much, much more important to 
profitability than game protection. 
 
There is no such thing as the “CHEATER’S MONTHLY” that publishes the “LATEST AND 
GREATEST CHEATING METHOD.” The evolution of a cheating method goes like this: #1 some 
aspiring cheater will develop a cheating method or discover a loophole in procedures that 
makes the game vulnerable, #2 only the higher echelon of the cheating community knows of 
this new “move” and that circle is initially keep very tight, #3 that circle of cheaters starts 
expanding and becomes so prevalent among the cheaters that some guy in a bar sells the move 
to some other guy in the bar for $100 and the less shrewd, and less knowledgeable cheater gets 
busted in the casino and spills his guts. Now casinos know of the vulnerability and try to 
implement some procedure that makes this new move inoperable. 
 
GAME PROTECTION is adherence to PROCEDURES. The floorperson is looking for deviations in 
procedure. But, with one floorperson for 4 to 8 games containing dozens of players, they are 
incapable of watching every hand on every table. Further, the cheaters know when they have 
“heat”, that is when the floorperson is watching. They even have a lingo “Tom” means bad and 
“George” means good. 
 
Zillions will watch every hand whereas the floor only watches occasionally. Zillions will learn the 
procedure and alert surveillance when any procedure is broken. It’s impossible to quantify the 
dollar value of this feature. 
 
Player Tracking 
 
Casinos REINVEST at least 30% of their table revenue in marketing the table game player. To 
reinvest, the casino must know HOW MUCH WAS “VESTED.” That is where floorperson player 
tracking faulters. Casinos want more and more players tracked. 
 
Player tracking is comprised of: 

1. Identifying the player 
2. Logging when they start play 
3. Losing when they exit play 



4. Upon exit, they are expected to accurately enter the player’s AVERAGE BET, ROUNDS 
PLAYED, and CASINO ADVANTAGE. Casino advantage at a game that varies by skill and 
not only the base bet but including all the side bets placed? This is impossible except in 
the rarest of conditions. 

5. The only variable that can be relied upon as being accurate is the “time played.” 
 
This is the strength of Zillions. The product quantifies, accurately, what has only been guessed 
at. 
 
Game Protection 
 
The product, as envisioned, will spot back counters thereby allowing the casino to permit mid-
deck entry. The calculation of an accurate theoretical win will allow the casino to know 
“exactly” how much was “vested” so as to know how much to reinvest. This product will 
increase the amount of actual playing time by decreasing the frequency of shuffling (see 
previous email for explanation). 
 
Employees Eliminated? 
 
Let’s assume Steve Jobs, when he envisioned the iPhone, was trying to raise money and the 
first question asked was “how many employees are you going to eliminate?” None! 
 
What if the founder of Shuffle Master (now a large gaming company) was trying to raise capital 
for his “automatic shuffler” and was asked “how many employees are you going to eliminate?” 
None! 
 
Zillions is not a labor cutting device, it’s a profit maximizer.  
 
We cannot justify the product by the number of employees that are eliminated. We must 
assume that any intelligent investor will know something about gaming. If not, they will have 
someone on staff who does. We can’t simply grab a number and say “x” employees will be cut. I 
don’t see how any employees will be eliminated. Zillions will free up floorpersons to focus on 
customer service. It will be a game changer. I don’t see any casino eliminating all pit personnel 
once Zillions is installed. 
 
Any investor with knowledge of casino operations will see the potential value of this product. 
Accurate historical data will allow the casino to “see” those extremely profitable players who 
have been ignored in the past and actually bring table game marketing out of the dark ages. 
  
 


